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Peace of mind breakdown cover. 

Cover Options

Roadside assistance  
“we fix 4 out of 5 on the spot”

Unlimited tow
 “To any UK garage or destination”

Unlimited callouts

Roadside assistance
“we fix 4 out of 5 on the spot”

Unlimited tow
“To any UK garage or destination”

Unlimited callouts

Home start
“We’ll rescue you anywhere, 
and we’ll always try to fix you 
on the spot”

Roadside assistance
“we fix 4 out of 5 on the spot”

Unlimited tow
“To any UK garage or destination”

Unlimited callouts

Home start
“We’ll rescue you anywhere, 
and we’ll always try to fix you 
on the spot”

Onward travel 
“Keep mobile with any combination 
of car hire, taxi or hotel whilst your 
cars being fixed”

Roadside assistance
“we fix 4 out of 5 on the spot”

Unlimited tow
“To any UK garage or destination”

Unlimited callouts

Home start
“We’ll rescue you anywhere,
and we’ll always try to fix you 
on the spot”

Onward travel
“Keep mobile with any combination 
of car hire, taxi or hotel whilst your 
cars being fixed”

European Multi-Trip Cover 
“English speaking help & cover 
in 47 countries”

£46.44
(Annual - per vehicle)

£53.64
(Annual - per vehicle)

£74.28
(Annual - per vehicle)

£102.72 
(Annual - per vehicle)

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4

Enjoy the peace of mind that comes with knowing 
you’re covered by the UK’s most experienced 
breakdown provider.Vehicle Benefits works in 
partnership with the RAC to offer discounted 
vehicle based breakdown cover.

Electric Car Breakdown Cover
included in every cover level! 
Electric car breakdown cover gets you back up and running if you break down. With the RAC, there’s 
no need to pay extra – we cover electric, hybrid and plug-in hybrid cars, as well as petrol and diesel 
vehicles. And you can relax knowing we’re number one for electric car breakdown cover, as we do 
more than anyone else to keep you on the road. So, if you’re thinking electric, think RAC.

Expert mechanics EV boost Rapid recovery
RAC patrols are fully trained to know 
your electric car inside out. So you’ll 
be in safe hands with our experts.

Out of charge? Only the RAC EV boost 
vans can give you a 10-mile boost to get 

you to the nearest charge point.

Need a tow? Electric vehicles usually have 
to wait for a recovery truck. But our high-tech 

vans can lift all four wheels off the ground, 
saving you time and protecting your vehicle. 




